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Managing Risk Together 

Risk Management Program Funding 

We listened to your suggestions to improve our Risk Management services.  We have combined existing 
programs (including the grant program) into one comprehensive service.  

There are no formal applications to complete. Member requests will be evaluated and Members will be 
provided with guidance tailored to meet their specific needs, claims history, timeline, etc. Simply 
contact PennPRIME Trust at info@pennprime.com.

OUR FOCUS GOING FORWARD IS TO UTILIZE Trust resources (people, time, finances) in the most cost 
effective/efficient manner in the best interests of the individual member and the Trust as a whole. To 
that end, we will be approaching Member requests with a more investigative methodology to effect a 
better solution. 

The following requests will be given top priority: 

1. Innovative Member/Owner ideas that will be proactive towards preventing/reducing the
frequency or severity of claims.

2. Safety Committee training.
3. Defensive Driving training by PennPRIME-approved providers (i.e. John Rock).
4. Safety training/equipment.
5. PELRAS (Public Employers Labor Relations Advisory Service) Conference attendance.
6. General liability training from PennPRIME attorneys or approved providers.
7. Management training in Safety/Risk from PennPRIME-approved providers.
8. General management training from PennPRIME-approved providers.
9. For accredited police departments (or those in the process) – implementation of PowerDMS

Software System for proof tracking or attendance at the PLEAC Accreditation Manager’s
Conference

10. For any police department seeking policies from Lexipol or CORDIC wellness application.

Members may be asked to meet one or more of the following requirements or other requirements 
pertinent to their specific request. 

1. For start-up operations, the Member/Owner must commit to having the funds to continue the
process after the initial year funded by PennPRIME.

Example: PennPRIME agrees to fund Taser Instructor training for a Police Department 
implementing Taser use for the first time. The Member/Owner must commit to 
providing continuing resources for updated policies, training and equipment.  
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2. For conference attendance, the Member/Owner must commit to using the information gained
during the conference in a tangible manner within six months of attending the conference.

Example: PennPRIME agrees to provide registration, accommodations and mileage to 
the PELRAS Conference. The Member/Owner must agree to develop a new personnel 
policy or update.  

3. For general safety training, the Member/Owner must commit to a specific number of
PennPRIME attendees. If the Member/Owner does not have enough of their own employees to
fill the attendance requirement, the Member/Owner can:

a. Actively pursue combining efforts with a nearby PennPRIME Member/Owner
b. Agree to pay the difference between the minimum attendance requirement and their

number of attendees
c. Invite nearby entities that are PennPRIME Members/Owners and charge a fee.
d. Have the training via webinar.

4. For equipment funding, the Member/Owner must have a written procedure approved by
PennPRIME, must have all other necessary equipment/resources to perform the operation
safely, must commit to completing training on the procedure, hands-on training as necessary
and other requirements as pertinent to the specific request.

Example: PennPRIME agrees to provide funding for a tripod, harness and winch for 
Confined Space Entry (CSE). The Member/Owner must adopt the PennPRIME sample 
procedure for CSE prior to funding, must commit to annual training on the policy for all 
affected employees, must commit to annual hands-on training for affected employees 
by a qualified trainer, must provide a list of all other necessary equipment (i.e. gas 
monitor).  




